
AP Literature and Composition 
UConn English 1011: Seminar in Writing Through Literature 
Mr. Blocker    
Office: A-117 (near A-129 classroom)    
Phone: (860) 232-4561 x6320   
Email:  cary_blocker@whps.org   
 

Mission Statement:  Hall High School prepares all students to be educated, responsible citizens 
who contribute collaboratively, independently, and innovatively to a dynamic global 
community. 

 
Course Overview: 
Why read? What appears to be an absurd question is actually a valid and intriguing 
query. Why do we read? Even if we can all admit that reading helps us acquire new 
knowledge and information,  in this digital day and age, why should we continue to read 
works of fiction? Salman Rushdie, in his poignant modern-day “Defense of Poesy” 
speech,  argues that fiction delivers sustained human experience in a manner that no other 
medium can--especially with the slow extinction of in-depth journalism. It is our hope 
that, as the year progresses, you will have your own intriguing answers to this 
overarching question and continually reflect upon  the purpose and meaning of your 
reading and writing experiences. 
 
AP Literature and Composition/English 1011 is a college level, inquiry-based course 
which provides us exciting opportunities to read, write, speak, listen, and create 
intellectually challenging experiences with a variety of literary and nonfictional texts. In 
this class, you should be prepared to consider some important critical questions: 
 

● What “big ideas” about humanity and existence does literature explore?  
● How do these ideas impact our present society? 
● What is the text saying (content)? How does the writer convey this (form)?  
● How does what is written affect your reading? 
● How does your reading affect what is written? 
● How can we add to academic conversations in ways other than reporting 

information? 
 
We will read major works of literature from a wide variety of time periods and literary 
movements. We will explore novels, short stories, plays, poems, songs as well as 
nonfictional narratives, speeches, and essays. We will also read critical essays  and 
discuss how literature signifies through a particular critical lens.  
 
Why write? Where does writing come from? In this course, these are important 
questions you should “carry inside your wallet like calling cards,” as Lorrie Moore 
suggests. In accordance with the UConn First-Year Writing program, this course will 
stress the value of revision as a means of achieving depth of understanding in reading and 
coherence, clarity, and control in writing. Revision is, so to speak, where the action is in 
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writing for it is through revision that we develop a more nuanced understanding of the 
texts under consideration and the shared world the texts draw us into. We might think of 
reading and writing as a kind of conversation between the text and the reader about a 
world that both text and reader are in the process of understanding. 
 
Writing process and conferencing: You will be asked to plan, draft, peer-edit, 
conference, revise, proofread, and publish your work. We will work on specific writing 
strategies and hold revision workshops both in class and in the computer lab. You will be 
asked to volunteer drafts for class discussion, revision, and feedback. You should expect 
to share your writing with any person in the class. Although we have limited class time 
for one-to-one writing conferences, teachers are  available after school by appointment. 
Seeking out assistance when needed is a critical academic skill, especially as you prepare 
for college. 
 
Why research? As you know, the amount and speed of information at your disposal in 
our present technological world is unfathomable. However, using technology for research 
also involves a new level of information literacy and evaluation of credibility. Our class 
will work in conjunction with library media specialists to explore new and tested research 
sites and databases (as well as traditional repositories) of information. You will work on 
your ability to evaluate, comprehend, synthesize, and apply secondary source information 
into your own academic writing. You will also be asked to compare questionable sources 
to authoritative sources and discuss/present your findings with the class.  
 
Course Outcomes:  

By the conclusion of this course, you should be able to: 
● See yourself as a writer and as someone who can use language to examine,  

develop, and communicate ideas. 
● Discover, inhabit, and use the ideas of others (without, of course, 

plagiarizing those ideas). Writing is inseparable from careful reading, and 
we will pay very close attention to how our reading of others’ texts helps 
us to develop and extend our own thinking. 

● Plan your writing as an act of communication to an anticipated reading 
audience: Writing is a social act, and your writing emerges in a context of 
others’ reading and writing. 

● Practice writing as an act of inquiry and discovery. I want to break down 
the barrier you may see between personal and academic writing. All 
writing reflects the interests and perspective of the writer. 

● Reflect on and practice various writing processes (including drafting and 
revision). Demonstrate basic competency with information literacy as 
defined by the university’s general education guidelines. 

 
Participation 
This is a seminar rather than a lecture course. Therefore, the success of this class depends 
on you as well as on me. Thoughtful discourse is an essential part of this class, and you 
will frequently work in groups of various sizes, which means you will need to be 



considerate of and attentive to others. It is your responsibility to keep up with the reading, 
to contribute to class conversation in the form of analytical comments or questions, and 
to attend class regularly and on time. I will ask you to self-assess your class participation 
twice a quarter (see separate handout). 
 
 
 
  
HABITS OF MIND 
A recent publication called the Framework for Success in Postsecondary Writing, written 
and adopted by three national organizations dedicated to the teaching of writing, suggests 
that the following habits of mind are “critical for college success”: 
Curiosity--the desire to know about the world. 
Openness--the willingness to consider new ways of being and thinking in the world. 
Engagement--a sense of investment and involvement in learning. 
Creativity--the ability to use novel approaches for generating, investigating, and  
                   representing ideas. 
Persistence--the ability to sustain interest in and attention to short- and long-term 
projects. 
Responsibility--the ability to take ownership of one’s actions and understand the 
consequences of those actions for oneself and others. 
Flexibility--the ability to adapt to situations, expectations, or demands. 
Metacognition--the ability to reflect on one’s own thinking as well as on the individual 
and cultural processes used to structure knowledge. 
 
We look forward to fostering these habits of mind and observing them in action over the course of 
the year! 
 
*Course Readings (titles will be selected from the unit list but others may be substituted 
based on availability/time constraints):  
 
Summer Reading: How to Read Literature Like a Professor—Foster 
Unit 1: Postmodernism’s Fictional Truths: The Limitations and Omnipotence of Language 
The Things They Carried- O’Brien 
White Noise- DeLillo; Beloved, Morrison;  The Bluest Eye, Morrison; 
The Handmaid’s Tale, Atwood 
Selected poetry 
6-8 page inquiry-based academic essay (e.g. Laughter) 
Critical Lens: Psychoanalytic/Poststructural 
 
Unit 2: Visions of Blindness: Irony, Tragedy, and Redemption 
The Bible selections from  
The Old Testament and the New Testament 
Poetics 
Oedipus Cycle 
King Lear 



Native Son 
Waiting for Godot 
6-8 page inquiry-based academic essay (e.g. Carnivalesque) 
Lens: Bakhtinian  
 
 
Unit 3 Illusions of Masculinity and Femininity 
The Scarlet Letter 
Jane Eyre 
Madame Bovary 
The Awakening 
The Sun Also Rises 
Their Eyes Were Watching God 
Lens: Feminist 
Group Research Presentation [depending on time constraints] 
 
Unit 4: Absurdly Meaningful Projects 
The Stranger 
Kafka stories 
Chronicle of a Death Foretold  
David Foster Wallace selections 
Brazil 
6-8 page Argumentative Senior Thesis : A Defense of Literacy 
 
 
  
*texts and titles may change depending on availability, quantity, and/or time constraints  
 
Course Expectations 

1. Students are expected to come to class prepared to discuss the assignment, to ask 
questions, and/or to take a quiz. 

2. Late work is unacceptable. 
● Late journals/homework will receive zeroes and cannot be made up.  
● Late essays will be given a score of 50%--no exceptions. 
● All papers must be completed to pass the semester. 
● All assignments are due at the beginning of the class period of the due date 

(including shared/ emailed assignments). Assignments handed in/posted later in 
the day will still be considered late. 

● For longer terms assignments, you must hand that in on the day it is due (via 
email or googledrive; see above) even if you are absent. 

● If you cut a class on the day of a test/quiz/timed essay, that 
assignment/assessment receives an automatic F. 

● As a senior, you are going to be absent. It is critical that you organize your 
assignments and hand in them in a timely fashion. Please let me know ahead of 
time about extended absences.  

● See individual teacher for mulligan policy. 
 



3. Writing: Students will primarily engage in process writing, including planning, drafting, 
revising, editing, and publishing. Please confer with your teacher during the drafting 
process not after it is handed in. Of course, students will also engage in in-class, timed 
writing to develop the ability to write clearly and concisely within a time frame. Students 
will also be encouraged to write creatively using various exercises and stylistic devices. 

4. Rewrites: A formal essay may be re-written if it earns a C- or lower; both grades will be 
averaged for a third, revised grade. The revised grade cannot be higher than a C. Journals, 
quizzes, in-class essays, and tests may not be re-written. Students must confer with 
teacher and complete reflection sheet before new grade is given. Final drafts handed in 
within three weeks of the marking period’s end may not be re-written. 

5. Senior Thesis: During the second semester, students will be asked to complete an 
original critical essay concerning the value of reading fiction in our society.. 

6. There is no extra credit in the class. Help is always available; please see your teacher if 
you have any questions or difficulties. 

 
Grading:  

B. Your grade will be determined as follows: 
 

Class Participation:            20% (see separate handout)
Essays/Projects/Tests/Quizzes/Homework/  
Classwork:        80% 
Semester Exams: The midterm and final exams are 20% of the semester 
grade.  

 AP Exam/ final exam exemption:  
Taking the AP exam is an expectation of this course but not a requirement. If you 

do not take the AP exam, you must take the class final exam in June during the normal 
senior exam period. 

Senioritis Clause: If, however, your third or fourth quarter average is a C- or lower, 
you must take the final exam—regardless of whether you take the AP Exam in May. In 
this case, the final exam can help improve your semester grade.  


